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**MULTIELECTRODE BURST PATTERN FEATURE**
**EXTRACTION FROM SMALL MAMMALIAN NETWORKS IN CULTURE**

Abstract

We are investigating the properties of small (100 to 400 neuron), monolayer networks grown in culture from dissociated mouse spinal cord tissue on glass plates featuring 64 photoetched microelectrodes. These networks form vigorous organotypic activity that becomes organized with time. At 4 weeks after seeding, the cultures exhibit synchronized burst patterns on many electrodes. The spontaneous activity can be maintained for as long as 100 days in culture and is often rhythmic. Network disinhibition via the inhibitory synapse blockers strychnine and bicuculline produces rapid, rhythmic bursting in all cultures with highly stereotyped spike patterns within the bursts, regardless of the nature of the prior spontaneous activity. Data are processed on two levels: (1) burst pattern analysis in terms of burst frequency, duration, and period, and (2) analysis of spike patterns within bursts. Data compression is achieved by burst integration which preserves the character of the spike patterns. Integrated bursts are being classified according to shape and identified with letters, allowing 2 hours of activity on one electrode to be condensed to one page of letter sequences. Pattern recognition and cross-correlations with other electrodes are therewith simplified. In view of the fact that all synapses integrate spike trains, the ignoring of detailed spike information is reasonable and makes real-time, statistical analysis of compressed multichannel data possible.